
Proposal for a 3 hours Workshop with different pedagogical, interactive methods
about the topic „Water and Globalisation“:

Targetgroup: Youths in the age of 15-18 years

Groupsize: 20-30 persons

Moderation: One or two moderators

Material: A Quiz with questions about the water-topic; The movie „flow“;  a beamer to 
show this movie.

Procedure:

1.) Warm Ups and Exchange about foreknowledge about „Drinkable Water and 
Globalisation“. (20 min.)

2.) A Quiz with questions about the general knowledge related to the maintopic (for 
example related to drinkable water as a valuable ressource, which becomes more and 
more rare; Pollution of water; Privatisation; How industrialised countries deal with 
water; Illnesses and deaths related to the missing access to drinkable water in 
„developing countries“, etc. .)
In the frame of this Quiz, the participants answer the questions (in varied difficulty 
levels and awards for points) in small teams. This means, when the particular question is
asked by the moderator, the small group who shouts at first the right solution gets 
points. The winner ist the team, which has most of the points in the end.

3.) Break of 5 minutes.

4.) Another warm up to recover energy and concentration in the group (5 min.)

5.) Presentation of two or three scenes of the documentary „Flow“, in which two of the 
biggest water-concerns „Suez“ and „Vivendi“ are explained, included the effects of 
water-privatisation in „developing“ countries.

6.) A short summary of the presented movie-scenes.

7.) Pro and Contra Roleplay which includes a discussion, if drinkable water should be a 
fundamental right and should be consumable by everyone in this world for free?
In this roleplay in form of a fictive talkshow some participants slip in different roles 
(these don`t have to correspond with their personal opinions) and discuss the main 
question.
Potential Roles can be:
- A civil rights activist in a „developing“ country, where water-privatisation happens.
- A poor person in a „developing“ country, who is directly suffering, because he/she 
can`t afford the prices for drinkable water.
- A representative of a big water concern
- A representative of the IMF (International Monetary Fond), who has close contacts to a 
water-concern. (The roleplay should be moderated and last ca. 30 min.).
After this roleplay it should be evaluated, how the participants felt during the 
discussion.



8.) A break of 20 minutes

9.) The participants split in smallgroups. Each group gets a waterbottle, a camera and a 
card with one term related to water. For example: Water scarcity; Abundance of water; 
thirst; water-concern, etc..
The task of the groups is, to perform a „picture“ with the own bodies and facial 
expressions related to the particular terms. Then these pictures should be 
photographed.
Afterwards the participants take a look at all the pictures and guess, which of the terms 
the other smallgroups portrayed on the pictures. (ca. 40 min.)

10.) Common Evaluation of the whole workshop. (ca. 10 min.)

11.) Goodbye

8.)


